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We study the electric potential (j) in nonlinear composite medium in which 
current density J and electric field E are related by J 二 crE + x |E|2E, with 
linear conductivity a and nonlinear conductivity x depending on the material 
of the medium. For two-component composite in two-dimensional space in 
which domain Q, is partitioned into two subdomains Hi, with Q； CC Q, 
= O \ Oi, the potential is governed by a system of quasilinear elliptic 
PDEs in divergence form, together with the interface conditions on 如1， 
and boundary condition on d d (for bounded 2^) or asymptotic condition 
at infinity (for Q = R2), For simple circular Q and i^；, some examples 
of exactly solvable solutions are well-known. We use the Browder-Minty 
Theorem to prove the existence of weak solution in W1,4:(Q) for "nonlinear-
nonlinear" composite in bounded Q. It is found that the usual properties 
of quasilinear PDE, such as uniqueness, maximum principle and comparison 
principle, also hold for the composite problem. Recently, Gu and Yu have 
used the perturbation method to handle the nonlinear composite problem by 
expanding 4> as an infinite power series in x, for x � L We study the validity 
of this method for bounded Q by estimating the remainder term under the 
|| . ||lj2.n norm. We find that the estimate is of order 0 ( x n + 1 ) for partial 
sum of the series up to power %n，for x � 1 , provided that we can find an 
estimate for |•沴|; i.e. |E|, which is independent of x. 
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Chapte r 1 
Int roduct ion 
The nonlinear properties of composite media have received much, attention 
recently because they play important roles in many phenomena [1], [3], [4], 
[6], [14], [15] j [22], [23], [25]. Among these are the nonlinear optical suscep-
tibility of composite media [18] and the nonlinear conductivity of composite 
conductor [9]. Many of these nonlinear phenomena can be described by non-
linear partial differential equations that are, more or less, of similar form [9]. 
In this thesis, we present a simple model for the nonlinear conducting com-
posite media which may be served as a typical model for studying nonlinear 
composite media of all kinds. 
Consider a nonlinear composite medium in which the current density J 
is related to the local electric field E by the nonlinear equation [22] 
J ( x ) = a ( x ) E ( x ) + X ( x ) | E ( x ) | 2 E ( x ) , ( 1 . 1 ) 
where x € Q C Rn5 n = 2,3, a(x) and x(x) are the linear and nonlinear 
conductivies of the medium which are position dependent, and x l E | 2 � 
1 
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The usual electrostatic equations [2] are 
• . J = 0’ (1.2) 
E = - V 0 , (1.3) 
where 4> is the electric potential. 
It should be noted that equations (1.1)-(1.3) are applicable not only to 
nonlinear conductors, but also to other nonlinear problems described by for-
mally identical equations. An important example is a nonlinear dielectric, 
in which the electric displacement D is related to E by a linear dielectric 
constant and a nonlinear susceptibility [22]. 
For many three-dimensional problems, the electric potential is usually 
independent of one coordinate [2] and the problem then reduces to a two-
dimensional one. From now on we shall assume that Q C M2. We consider a 
simple two-component composite in which domain Q is partitioned into two 
subdomains Qi and n 2 , where ft = 仏 u n 2 , CC and = is 
called the inclusion medium and Q2 is called the host medium. Each medium 
is made up of different materials with different values of conductivities a and 
X. According to [9], we assume 
_ U i if x G ( 4) 
and 
(s. I Xi if X G ^ ！ f 1 ^ 
X ( X ) == 1 X2 i f x e n 2 ‘ ( 1 ' 5 ) 
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where a i , a 2 > 0 and xi，X2 > 0. 
For practical problems, we usually encounter the following boundary con-
ditions [9], [22]: 
(a) For bounded domain， 
0(x) = — E0 • x on dQ, 
or 
0(x) = ^0(x) on dn, (1.6) 
where E 0 is the uniform external electric field. 
(b) For unbounded domain, Q = M2, 
0(x) — E0 . x as |x| — 00 
or 
沴(x) —^  矽o(x) as |x| —> 00. (1.7) 
Also at the interface r = dfli between the two sub domains, we require the 
following interface conditions [9]: 
01 = 02 on r , (1.8) 
J 1 ‘ n = J 2 . n on r , (1.9) 
where superscripts 1 and 2 denote, respectively, the quantities in the inclusion 
region and in the host region and n denote the unit outward normal to Qi. 
Prom equations (1.1)-(1.9) we get the following system of nonlinear PDEs. 
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Problem 1.1 
V ‘ [(cr! + xi|Vw|2) Vu] = 0 in (1.10) 
V , [(cr2 + X2I•叫2) = 0 in n2, (1.11) 
u = ” on dQi, (1.12) 
- I du r "I 行” 
+ Xi|Vw|2J — =[a2 + X2|V^|2j — on dftu (1.13) 
v = on dn (for bounded Q) (1.14) 
or 
V tpo as \x\ 00 (for Q = M2), (1,15) 
where, for convenience, we have used u and v to replace <pl and 02 respec-
tively. 
It can be seen from the above system of PDEs that in each subdomain 
⑶，i = 1, 2, the potential w or v is governed by a quasilinear elliptic partial 
differential equation in divergence form provided that Xi > 0- If domain � is 
linear; i.e., Xi = 0，then the corresponding equation in fli becomes a Laplace 
equation. On the other hand, if ax = a2 = a and Xi = X2 = X, then the 
above problem reduces to 
V - [(cr + xl•乜P) Vb] = 0 in 
u = i/jq on dQ (for bounded 0), 
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or 
u i p Q as |a:| oo (for ^ = M2). 
We call this the "non-composite problem" while the case corresponding to 
Xi + X2 or (Ti + cr2 the "composite problem". Therefore the "non-composite 
problem" can be considered as a special case of the "composite problem". 
Problem 1.1 can be identified into four cases : 
(a) linear inclusion in linear host (Xi = X2 = 0); 
(b) nonlinear inclusion in linear host (Xi > 0, X2 — 0); 
(c) linear inclusion in nonlinear host (xi = 0, X2 > 0)； 
(d) nonlinear inclusion in nonlinear host ( x i � 0 , X 2 � 0 ) . 
In general, solutions to Problem 1.1 cannot be found exactly, except for 
some particular cases. We shall give some examples of the exactly solvable 
solutions in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the existence and uniqueness of “weak 
solution" to case (d) in bounded domain will be shown. Some properties of 
solution will be given in Chapter 5. While Chapter 6 deals with the validity 
of using perturbation method to handle the nonlinear composite problem. 
Chapte r 2 
Preliminaries 
In this chapter we shall introduce some function spaces that are needed in 
our work. Some important theorems associated with these spaces will also 
be given. We only give proofs where they are elementary. Most of the other 
proofs can be found in [5], [7],间，[11], [16], [24]. 
2.1 Basic Notations 
N = the set of non-negative integers. 
N+ = the set of positive integers. 
R = the set of real numbers, 
Mn = Euclidean n-space, n > 2, with points x = (x1}..., xn), Xi G M. 
For all x,ye Rn , 
r n 1 V2 
I 工 - y \ = Z X 而一Vi)2 • 
, J=1 -
6 
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Rl = {xeRn :xn> 0}. 
For point set A, B c Mn, 
dA = boundary of A, 
A = closure of A, 
A CC B means A has compact closure in B. 
n = domain in Mn; i.e., Q is open, connected, but not necessary bounded. 
= volume of for bounded O. 
diam VL = diameter of Q for bounded Q. 
If A C Mn is Lebesgue measurable and fi is the Lebesgue measure in we 
put 
� . 
Br(x) = {y eW1 :\x-y\< r}. 
Br = Br(0). 
The measure of n-dimensional unit ball is denoted by ujn; therefore 
, D , _ 2 妙 / 2 
nT(n/2) 
where r is the Euler gamma function. 
A vector a = ( a i , . . •，an) with components ai GN is said to be a multi-index 
of dimension n and 
n 
i=l 
For multi-indices a = (ai, • • • ? a n ) , (3 = (A, ‘ • • 
a + ( a i + + 
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For x = (x i , - - -x n ) G Mn， 
For a real-valued function of n variables: u = u{x), x = (a;：,. •. , G Mn, 
5¾ d2u 
DiU = —5 Di:ju = , 
OXi OXiOXj 
• 以 = ( D w , … ， D n u ) , 
D u 二 [Diju] = the matrix of second derivatives, 
n 
Au = Dau = the Laplacian of u. 
i=l 
For multi-indices a 二（衡，• • •，an), 
na ? i — 
dx^-'-dx^' 
For vector function u =(乜i, •. •, 
n 
V • u = ^DiUi , 
i=i 
r n I n 2 
| u | = . 
.i=l -
2.2 Function Spaces 
§ Smooth Functions 
Notat ion 2.1 
C°(0) 二 the set of continuous functions in Q. 
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= { u e C°{n) : Dau E |a| < k], where k G N+. 
C°°(Q) == r\Ck(Q). 
keN — 
For k e N , Ck(U) = the set of functions in Ck(Q) all of whose derivatives 
of order < k have continuous extensions to H. 
C°°{n) = C\Ck(Ti). 
fcEN 
For u: Q ^ R , supp u = { x e f l : u(x) — 0 } . 
= {ue Ck(n) : supp u CC n}，where A; € N U {00}. 
§Holder Spaces 
For 0 < a < — R，where D is a closed subset of Mn, let 
r 1 \u(x) — u(y)\ 
M 灿 三 u 
Notat ion 2.2 
Ca(D) 二 {w : D — R : [u]a]D < 00}. 
Ca(Sl) = {u:fl-^R:u\D e Ca(D),yD is a closed subset ofQ}. 
Cfc'a(Q) = {ue Ck(n) : D^u e Ca(Q), \(3\ = k} where keN+,0<a<l. 
Cfe'a(H) = { u e : D^u G Ca(H), \p\ = k} where A; G N+, 0 < a < 1. 
We set 
= Ca(n) and 二 Ca(Ti) for0<a< 1， 
and 
Cfc'°(Q) = Ck(n) and Cfc'°(0) = Ck(Q) for k e N . 
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For bounded we define the norm 
k k 
IMIcvn) = = \u\K0.n 二 口 = E \Dju\0]n) 
J'=0 jt=o 
where 
Mj,o;o = l ^ 7 权 ^ sup snp \D^u\. 
\PH “ 
For bounded A; G N, 0 < a < 1, it G CKa(Q), we define the norm 
IMIc^ 网=Mfc，a;n = + [u\k^a.n = \u\k;n + [Dku]a.}Q) 
where 
= [DJu]a]n = sup [Dpu]a.n. 
Theorem 2.3 For bounded fl, k €N and 0 < a < C�a{Q) is a Banach 
Space with respect to the norm | • 
Definit ion 2.4 A bounded domain Q in Mn and its boundary dQ are of class 
Ck,a, k ^ N, 0 < a < 1, if at each point x0 G d^l there exists a ball B — B(XQ) 
and a one-to-one mapping ^ of B onto D cM.n such that : 
(i) ijj{Bnn) c R!f. ； (a) ^(Bndn) c dRi； (m)妙 e ck^a(B),妙一1 g ck^(D). 
Domain Q is called locally lipschitzian if it is of class C0,1. 
A function 4> defined on a Ck,a boundary of a bounded domain 0 is said 
to be in class Ck’a_ if<f>o ¢-1 G Ck 'a(B fl dR^) for each x0 € dQ. 
Theorem 2.5 (Trace Theorem) 
If T] e Ck'a(dQ), k GN, 0 < a < 1, then there exists u e such that 
u\an = r]. 
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§Lebesgue Spaces 
Notat ion 2.6 
Forl<p < oo7 = the space of Lebesgue measurable functions on Q, 
that are p-integrable, that is 
三 ( 义 \u\pdx^j P < oo, for all u e J7(Q). 
L°°(Q) = the space of Lebesgue measurable functions on Q that are essentially 
bounded in Q, that is 
三 ess sup < oo, for all u € L°°(Q). 
‘ ' n * “ 
For 1 < p < oo; Lfoc(H) = {wM-^R:u\D E V bounded D CC Q}. 
We always assume that the functions are real-valued and we denote ||» \\p;q 
by || . ||p whenever there is no confusion of the domain fL 
Theorem 2.7 For 1 < p < oo, is a Banach space with respect to the 
norm || • L2(0) is a Hilbert space with respect to the inner product 
(it, v)2-,n = / uvdx, for all u,v E Q. 
Theorem 2.8 (Holder inequality) 
Foru G LP(n),v e Lq{n), l<P,q< oo, where ^ + ^ = 1 z / l < p , g < oo; 
p = l if q 二 oo and p 二 oo if q = we have uv G L1^) with 
I H I m < 
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More generally: let u{ E Y < Pi < 00, for i = 1,…，m with � + 
… ‘ = 1 ( 吉 三 0 ^^ = ° ° ) ， t h e n u 三 uYu2 ---ume L1^) with 
II权||i;n < \Wi\\puQ'"\\um\\pm-n-
Corollary 2.9 If < 00 and 1 < p < q < 00 then Lq(Q) C J7(n) and for 
all u G Lq(p), we have 
where = 0 if q 譯 00. 
§Sobolev Spaces 
Definit ion 2.10 Let u G L]oc(p), for any given multi-index a, a function 
v G Lioc(Q) is called the ath weak derivative of u if 
f 如—二 (-l)|a| f uDa(j)dx, for all (j) 6 
Ja J^i 
We write v = Dau. A function is k times weakly differentiable if all its weak 
derivatives exist for order up to and including k. 
Weak derivatives have several properties in common with ordinary deriva-
tives. For instance, given two functions u,v processing weak derivatives 
DjU,DjV, we have that /3u + jv (A 7 G M) have a weak derivative and 
Dj(j3u + 7¾；) = (3DjU + jDjV. In addition, if 
uv, uDjv + vDjU G L}oc (Q)， 
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then uv has a weak derivative and the Leibniz rule holds: 
Dj(uv) = uDjV + vDjU. 
Notat ion 2.11 
Wk(Q) = the linear space of k times weakly differentiable functions. 
= {ue Wk(Q) : Dau e LP{0), |a| < k} where A; G N+, 1 < p < oo. 
For any u G k G 1 < p < oo, we define the norms 
IMkpP = Ikll^.p(n) = \ for 1 < p < oo 
and 
II…k，oo;n = | |� | W f c，oo�=max WD^Woo-n for p 口 oo. 
|a|<fc 
We denote || • \\k,p-,n by || . \\k,p whenever there is no confusion of the domain 
a 
Theorem 2.12 For k e 1 < p < oo, WkjP(fl) is a Banach space with 
respect to the norm || • ||fc’p;n. W^’2(Q) is a Hilbert space with respect to the 
inner product 
{u,v)k,2;n 三 E (Dau, D�)2;n for all u, v e Wfc’2(0). 
Notat ion 2.13 
ForkeN+,l<p< oo; 二 the closure ofC�{0) in 
Theorem 2.14 (or is separable for 1 <p < oo，reflexive 
for 1 < p < oo. 
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Theorem 2.15 Let u e 败1 �(Q) and u+ = max{^,0} ; u~ = min{w,0}. 
Then u+, u—, G and 
n?.+ _ / D u ifu>0 
1 � ifu<0 ‘ 
Du- = ( ° 
\ Du ifu<0 , 
I D u ifu>0 
0 i f u = 0 . 
-Du ifu<0 
Theorem 2,16 (Sobolev inequalities) 
For bounded fl, we have 
# ， " 。 、 「 J L — 小 - 叭 例 forp<n 
W° C \ C°(U) forp>n . 
Furthermore, there exists a constant C = C(n,p) such that, for any u G 
\\u\\np/(n-p) < C\\Du\\p forp < n 
and 
sup \u\ < C\Q\^~p\\Du\\p forp > n. 
n 
Theorem 2.17 (Poincare inequality) 
For bounded 0., u e 1 < p < oo，we have 
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Corollary 2.18 For bounded n, u e l<p<oo,we have 
\\u\\i^<C\\Vu\\p^ 
where C = C(n, Q) > 0. 
Proof. For u G 对 如 ) ， 1 < p < oo, 
I M k 胁 < E 丨 乃 〜 丨 
丨 收 -
< INU+ E II^IU-
H 二i 
By Poincare inequality, 
I M k < Gil•以 II邮， 
where C\ = (7i(n, fi). Therefore 
where C = C(n, fi). 口 
Notat ion 2.19 
For I < p < oo, 二 dual space of W01,P(Q)，where ^ + ^ = I if 
1 < p,q < oo, p = I if q = oo and p 二 oo if q = 1, and 
\\f\\-i,q= sup \<f,u>\ 
1MIi’p=I 
where < ., . � i s the duality pairing between and W0,P{Q). 
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Notat ion 2.20 
Let ^ be bounded and locally lipschitzian, For 1 < p < oo, LP(dQ) is the 
space of real functions u defined on dQ,, such that 
I W I 脚 三 d \u\pds) P < oo for 1 < p < oo, 
||^||oo;ao 三 e站sup|u| < oo for p = oo, n 
where s denotes the Lebesgue [n — Vj-dimensional measure. 
Notat ion 2.21 
W 1 - 1 ^ ^ ) = {ue : <oo} fori <p<oo, where 
\\u\\i-i/pip]dn 三 | | 权 < < u >>i-i/p,p, 
f f f \u(y) - u(y')\p 7 7 
<< U » ! - ! / , [ J d Q JdQ 丨 “ 普 2 + P . 
Theorem 2.22 W1~l^p,p(dQl) is a dense subset of LP{dO) and is complete 
in the norm 
Theorem 2.23 (Trace Theorem) 
Let Q be bounded and locally lipschitzian and let 1 < p < oo. Then there 
exists a continuous linear mapping 7 from Whp(Q) onto such 
that 
7(n)三 如 for all u e C°°(Q). 
Theorem 2.24 For fl bounded and locally lipschitzian, 
对 梦 姆 = { u e W ^ i B ) ： # 4 = 0 on m } . 
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Corollary 2.25 For ft bounded and locally lipschitzian, uuu2 e 
with 7(^1) ； 7(权2)，then ux - u2 e 
Theorem 2.26 (Divergence) Let be a bounded, locally lipschitzian do-
main in Mn, Then the unit outward normal n exists almost everywhere on 
dQ and the following identity holds 
/ V • udx =/ u ‘ nds, 
Jq Jdn 
for all vector fields u with components in C1(n). 
Corollary 2.27 Let Q be a bounded, locally lipschitzian domain in Rn. Let 
v C C1(Q) and w is a vector fields in (71 (f^). Then 
/ vV - wdx — ~ / Vv • wdx / vw • nds 
Jn Jn Jdn 
Proof. By putting u = vw in Theorem 2.26, the result follows immediately. 
• 
Theorem 2.28 Let ft be a bounded domain in Rn and A : fl Rn such 
that 
f = 0 for all (j> G 
Jn 
If A e Lm{Q), 1 < m < 00, then 
f A.V^da: 二 0 for all 功 G ^ ( Q ) , 
Jn 
where p > m' and —+ ^ = 1. In particular, ifm > 2, the above result holds 
for p = m. 
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Proof. Since 购 ① ⑴ ) i s the closure of under | . jh’邮,then for any 
妙 ^ ^ 0 ^ ( ^ ) , for all e > 0, there exists 0 E such that 
U-^Whp-n < e. 
We have, by using Holder inequality, 
j^A'Vipdx < 义 A. (•功一•</>)血 + J A-V(t)dx 
< P I U P F ^ ^ I I W - W l l p 
< ||A|U 叫 1 “ - 1 〜 . 
Therefore 
/ A . VHoc = 0 for all ijj e • 
Jq 
Chap te r 3 
Examples of Exactly Solvable 
Cases 
In this chapter, we present some examples in which solutions to Problem 1.1 
in Chapter 1 can be found exactly. Most of these solutions are well-known 
[% i ! r [21]. 
Example 1. Linear inclusion in linear host (xi 二 X2 = 0). 
Consider the following equations 
Aia^O in Bp, (3.1) 
= 0 inQ\Bp, (3.2) 
u = v on dBp, (3.3) 
c r i ^ = a2-^- on dBp. (3.4) on on 
(a) For bounded domain ft = BRl 0 < p < R, with 
v = —Eqx on dQ. (3.5) 
19 
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The problem can be solved by changing to polar coordinates followed by the 
use of Fourier series [21]. We find the exact solution in polar coordinates: 
u(r, 9) = -E0Br cos 6 
and 
v(ry 6) = -E0Cr cos 6 — E0— cos 6, r 
where 
B = ^ , 
{(J\ + Or2�R2 + (cr2 - (Ti)p2， 
c = (^1 + (T2)R2 
‘ (¢71 + a2)R2 + (a2 — cri)p2， 
D = (^2- ai)p2R2 
X (cri + a2)R2 + (cr2 - (Ji)p2. 
(b) For unbounded domain Q = E2? with 
v —> —EqX as r —> oo , (3.6) 
We find, by using similar method, the solution 
u{r, 6) = -E0Br cos 0 
and 
D n 
v�r, 6) = —E0r cos 6 — E0— cos 
where 
cri + a2 
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D = ( ^ 1 ) 
VcTi +cr2； 
^ The electric field E = -Vu (and -Vv) for cases (a) and (b) above can 
be represented schematically by the following figuresr 
a i < cr! > cr2 
Figure 1 (a) 
< G2 Cj > (J2 
Figure 1 (b) 
In general, the solution to Example 1 (b) with different asymptotic values 
can be found by using Kelvin's Inversion Theorem [21]. 
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Theorem 3.1 (Kelvin) Let Q be a bounded domain in M2. Suppose that 
矽(r) is harmonic in Q，then, for any 0 < a < oo, the function 
is harmonic in an exterior domain 
= ^ € oj . 
Theorem 3.2 Let ipo(r) be a harmonic function defined on the whole M2-
plane. Then the functions 
<r) = — MO), for r e Bp (J\ + (J I V crx + ¢72 / 
and 
v(r) - Mr) + * ( � ) 一 侧 ’ forr eR2\Bp 
satisfies equations (3.1)-(3.4) with Q = M2 and 
v(r) -00(^) as r —> oo. (3.7) 
Proof. Clearly u(r) satisfies (3.1). By Theorem 3.1, ^ r j is harmonic 
in B* = R 2 \ 5 P , therefore, v(r) satisfies (3.2). For conditions (3.3) and (3.7)， 
it is straightforward to show that u = v on dBp and ”(r) — tp0{r) as r ^ oo. 
To prove that condition (3.4) is satisfied we note that 
du — 2cr2 
dn r=p _ A + cr2 dr T;p 
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and 
= _ /cr2 - aA di/jp 
dr r n \<Ji +cr2/ dr 
r=p x z ‘ r=p 
:
 2 ( 7 1 辦 0 
(Ji + cr2 dr 
丄 z r = p 
Hence 
du dv _ „ 
= ¢72- on dBp. • 
on on 
Example 2. Nonlinear inclusion in linear host (XI > 0, X2 — 0). 
Consider the following equations 
V . [(ai + xil•以I2) Vw] = 0 in Bp’ (3.8) 
A^ = 0 m f l \ B p , (3.9) 
u = v on dBp, (3.10) 
r 1 nil f/1) 
= on dBp. (3.11) 
(a) For bounded domain Q = BR, 0 < p < R, with 
v = —EqX on dVt. (3.12) 
Using similar methods as Gu and Yu [9], we may try 
u(r,0) ^ Br cos 6 (3.13) 
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and 
v(r, 9) = Cr cos 9 + — cos (3.14) 
where B,C,D are to be determined. Clearly (3.13) and (3.14) satisfy (3.8) 
and (3.9). By substituting (3.13) and (3.14) into (3.10)-(3.12) we have 
P 
(^i + XiB2) B = a 2 ( c - ^ y 
= —EQR. 
H 
Prom these we find that 
n P2R2Eo , P2R2B 
and B satisfies 
where 
{ R 2 _ + { R 2 + 
p = w ^ � 0 ( 3 . 1 7 ) 
and 
q = 2 鹤 > o. (3.18) 
We can solve for the coefficients B, C and D and the solutions u and v can 
be found. 
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(b) For unbounded domain 17 = M2, with 
v -E0x as r —^  oo. (3.19) 
We again let the solutions to be 
u{r, 9) = Br cos 9 (3.20) 
and 
v(r, 0) = Cr cos (9 + ^ cos Q. (3.21) 
By substituting into (3.10) and (3.11), we have 
P 
And v —Eqx as R OO implies 
C = —E0. (3.22) 
Prom these we find that 
D = p2E0 + p2B (3.23) 
and B satisfies 
XlB3 -hpB + q^O, 
where 
p 二 � + 巧 〉 0 (3.24) 
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and 
q = 2a2E0 > 0. (3.25) 
We can solve for coefficients B and D, and hence the solutions u and v can 
be found exactly. 
It is interesting to note that the solutions in Example 1 (a) and 2 (a), and 
that in Example 1 (b) and 2 (b) are of similar forms and their electric fields 
can be depicted by similar figures as Figures 1 (a) and (b). Furthermore, the 
coefficient B of solution u in Example 2 (a) and (b) can be found by solving 
a cubic equation of the form: 
+ q = ^ (3.26) 
where p, q > 0. 
Equation (3.26) has exactly 1 real root which can be written in the form: 
i - a -t -
t / \ 2 / 厂 T/ \ 2 / \ 31 2] 3 
L � 匕 J • 
By using Binomial theorem, we can show that B can be expanded as a 
convergent power series in Xi: 
B 二 」 + ！ � 3 X l - A + + 0 ( 劝 ， ( 3 . 2 7 ) 
p V \Pj P \pJ P \pJ 
provided that � 1 -
From equations (3.15), (3.16), (3.22) and (3.23), we see that the coeffi-
cients C and D in Example 2 (a) and (b) can also be expanded as a convergent 
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power series in Therefore the solutions u and v, in both cases, can be 
represented as 
oo 





where Uk and Vk are independent of xi，for all k e N . 
Now consider the first terms u0 and v0 of the series. For Example 2 (a), 
we find，from equations (3.27) and (3.13)-(3.18), that 
坳(r 0) = -2a2R2E0r cos 0 
' (CTI + CT2)R2 + (cr2 — Gi)p2 
and 
(扪— -(ai-\-a2)R2Eorcose 
] = {G1+G2)B? + {cj2-CT1)P' 
(<j2 — ai) p2 R2 E0 cos 0 
—[{(J l+cj2)B? + {G2-al)p^r' 
which are the solutions to the linear problem in Example i (a). Similarly, 
for Example 2 (b), we find that 
-2a2E0r cos (9 Mr,e) = — — — — 
<J\ + cr2 
and 
, m ^ . (a2 - al)p2E0cose v0(r,6) = -E0r cos 6 -(——；——： , 
which are the solutions of the linear problem in Example 1 (b). 
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The above results suggest that we may find the solution of the nonlinear 
composite problem by using perturbation expansion method. Recently Gu 
and Yu [9] have used this method to handle the nonlinear composite problem. 
We shall discuss briefly, in Chapter 6, the validity of using perturbation 
method in our problem. 
Chap te r 4 
Existence and Uniqueness of 
Solutions 
In this chapter we shall discuss the existence and uniqueness of solutions 
to Problem 1.1 in Chapter 1 with bounded domain fl. As in Chapter 1, 
the problem can be identified into 4 cases. For the case of linear inclusion 
in linear host; i.e., xi = X2 — 0? there is a quite complete theory for the 
existence and uniqueness of classical solutions [12], [13]. In fact this belongs 
to the well known diffraction problem. 
Problem 4.1 (Diffraction) 
Let ft be a bounded domain, Qi CC ft, ^2 = We look for the solutions 
U\ and U2 that satisfy 
diAui = /i in Hi, 
O-2AU2 = /2 in 
m — U2^= on dQi^ 
29 
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dui du2 
“ H ， 2 071 d n i , 
u2 = ipo on dQ,, 
where a1} a2 are some positive constants; f1} f2 are real functions on and 
respectively; (p1} ip2 are real functions on dQ,i； and ip0 is real function on 
dn. 
According to Ladyzhenskaya and Ural'tseva [13]，we have the following the-
orem. 
Theorem 4.2 If dQ and d � a r e of class C2,a; f{ e C01^), i = 1,2; 
外 G C2'a(aQi); ip2 e C^id^); and 咖 G C2^(dQ), then there exists 
unique solution Ui E C2，a(f^ )，i 肩 1,2，to Problem 4.1. 
For the general cases in which (J\^ <J2 > 0 and Xi，X2 > 0, we may pose 
the problem in a different way. We say that a problem is well-posed (in the 
sense of Hadamard [19]) if 
1. there exists a solution, 
2. the solution is unique, 
3. the solution depends continuously on the data. 
Let Q, Qi be bounded, locally lipschitzian domains in M2, fix CC ft and 
Q2 = \ Hi. Suppose that there exists classical solutions u\ G C^O：)门 
u2 e C 1 ^ ) n C 2(n 2) to the problem: 
V • [ ( ^ + X i l V ^ f ) V^i] = 0 in n l 7 (4.1) 
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• • [(J2 + X2|V^2 |2) •以 2] = 0 in 0 2 , (4.2) 
Ui = u2 on (4.3) 
r ,oi du\ 厂 ， l0n duo 
+ Xil•权i| j = [^2 "f XalV^I2 • on dQ^ (4.4) 
u2 = ipo on dQ . (4.5) 
Applying Corollary 2.27 to (4.1) and (4.2), we have, for all 沴 G C ^ ( ^ ) , 
{ctx + 始 陶 2 ) (ax 4- X i l V m i l 2 ) 尝 ds 
and 
£ ( % + X2 |Vn 2 | 2 ) ^ ¾ . 二 - L • (¢72 + X2|•权2丨2)尝 ds. 
Prom condition (4.4), we get 
J (¢71 + Xi |Vuip) VuvV(t)dx+J^ (¢72 + x 2 |V^ 2 | 2 ) •乜 2'V(f>dx = 0. (4.6) 
Define AiStxM2 ^ R2 such that for (x,p) 6 0 x R2 
—)={S二 51¾ 二 ; . （4.7) 
Let 
{ U \ , 3： G OI 
u2, x e iz2 
A s ^ G C(U) n C H ^ i ) n C 1 ^ ) , then u G for any m > 2, with 
—\ Vn2, x . 
From (4.6) and using Theorem 2.28, we have 
f A{x, Vu) . 血 = 0 for all 0 G m > 2. (4.8) 
Jn 
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Defini t ion 4.3 We say that u G Wl^m(Q) is a weak solution to equations 
(4.1)-(4.4) if it satisfies (4.8). 
Thus, the classical solutions of (4.1)-(4.5) is a weak solution in the sense of 
the definition given above. 
L e m m a 4.4 Let A : Q x M2 M2 be defined in (4.7), aua2 > 0 and 
Xi, X2 > 0. We have, for all x e Q and p,p' e R2, 
(M^P) - M^P')) _ (P — P') > • — P'\\ 
where a = min(cri, ¢72) > 0. 
Proof . Let A(jp) = (a + xb| 2 )P, where cr > 0, x > 0, for p G R2. Then for 
all p,p, e M2, 
(A(p) - A(pf)) • (p - p') = [{a + X\p\2) P _ — + x W f ) P'] . (P - Pf) 
= + - p'\2 + x (\p\2p - b l V ) . (p - v') 
> cr\p -pf + x (bl - \p'\f (bl2 + \p'\2 + blbl) 
> CT\p-pf. 
Therefore, from the definition of (4.7), we have 
(A(x,p) - A(x,pf)) - {p - v') > Ap~p'\2 for all x e Q; e R2， 
where a = min(cri3 cr2) > 0. • 
For nonlinear inclusion in nonlinear host; i.e., cri, cr2? Xii X2 > 0, we pose 
the problem in the following way: 
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Problem 4.5 Let Q, Hi be bounded, locally lipschitzian domains in IR2， 
CC n and n2 = Given ^o e find u G 
such that 
[A(x,Vu)-V(/)dx = 0 for all cj) e WoA(n) 
and 
= ipQ on dQ, 
where 7 is the trace operator defined in Theorem 2.23. 
To prove the existence of solution to Problem 4.5, we follow similar meth-
ods as in [17] and [19]. First of all, we need to define some useful terms. We 
shall assume X is a real reflexive Banach space and we study mappings 
T : X X*, where X* is the dual space of X. 
Definition 4.6 We say that a mapping T : X X* is bounded if it maps 
bounded sets in X to bounded sets in X*. The mapping is continuous if for 
every u,v G X，we have 
\\T(u) — T(v)\\x, — 0 whenever \\u - v\\x 0. 
Definition 4.7 We say that a mapping T : X X* is monotone if 
(T(u) — T(v), u-v)>0 for all u7v € X, 
and strictly monotone if this inequality is strict whenever u ^ v, 
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Definit ion 4.8 We say that a mapping T : X X* is coercive if 
rr—n >00 as —> oo. 
IMI 
Theorem 4.9 (Browder-Minty) 
Let X be a real, reflexive Banach space and let T : X — X* be bounded, 
continuous, coercive and monotone. Then for any g E X* there exists a 
solution u of the equation 
T{u) = g; 
i.e.，T{X) = X \ 
The proof of the above theorem can be found in [19]，p.361. 
Lemma 4.10 For fixed u0 G W1,4(Q), we define an operator T : Wq1' (Q)— 
W-1^(0,), such that, for all w G WQ,4:(Q), let U = W + uQ, 
(T(w),v) = f A{x, Vu) ‘ Vv dx, 
Jn 
where A is the mapping defined in (4-V ^2,Xi?X2 > 0, for any v e 
Wo '4(Q). Then T is well defined; i.e., T(w) e W'^in) for allw e 
Furthermore, the nonlinear mapping T is bounded. 
Proof. For all w e W01,4(n), we have u = w uQ e WlA(yt). Clearly 
the functional T(w) : W^iyt) M is linear. Let a = max jc r i , ^} and 
max{xi, X2). By using Holder inequality, we have, for any v G WQ 4(Q), 
\(T(w),v)\ 二 [ A(x,Vu)-Vvdx 
J 
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< E/ + 
i=l Jni 
< w f \Vu\\Vv\dx-]-x ( \Vuf\Vv\dx 
Jn Jn 
< II^IIM-
Therefore, T(w) is bounded. Hence T(w) G 
Furthermore? the same estimate shows that T is bounded and 
Thus, T maps bounded sets in Wq,a{Q) into bounded sets in (^). This 
completes the proof. • 
Lemma 4,11 The operator T defined in Lemma 4.10 is continuous. 
Proof. Let o = max{(Ji, cr2} and % 二 max{xi, X2}. For all w,w G Wo'4(r2)? 
let u = w + u0 and u = w + u0. Then for any v G Wq (0), 
\(T(w)-T(w),v)\ = [ [A{x, Vu) - A(x, Vu)] • V^;dx 
J ^ 2 
2 „ 
< E / I ( q + Xil•权I2) Vix - {en + Xi\^u\2) dx 
< a J j V u - VnllV^I dx + x J Q \\Vu\2Vu - |V^|2V?l| \Vv\ dx. 
Since, by using Holder inequality, 
f \Vu-Vu\\Vv\dx < 肉 • 丑 丨 | 4 | | V H | 4 Jn 
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and 
/ \\Vu\2Vu — \Vu\2Vu\ \Vv\dx 
< | | V ^ | 2 V w - | V E j 2 V i l 4 | |V^| |4 
3 
< ( | | | V n | 2 V u - | V ^ | 2 V t I 4 + \Vu\2Vu - \Vu\2Vu 4) II•叫|4 
\ ! 3/ 
< - •旬 |4 + (II•权||4 + ||VH||4) I I • 别 4 | | • 以 - • 旬 | 4 ] II•叫|4 
< (II^IIm + INIM)2 Ik-^1,41^1^,4. 
Therefore, 
\(T(w)- T{w),v)\ < 全 +x(IMJm+ N k 4 ) 2 ] 
which implies 
| | T H - T ( w ) | | _ l 5 | < [ a | Q | i + x( l l^ l l i ,4 + I N M ) 2 ] I—— W | | M . 
Hence 
l l T H - T ^ H ^ i ^ 0 as \ \ w - w \ \ 1 A - ^ 0 . 
Therefore T is continuous. • 
Lemma 4.12 The operator T defined in Lemma 4.10 is coercive. 
Proof. Let 
o — min{cri, cr2}j a = max{ai, <j2}5 
and 
X = mm{xux2}y X = max{xi,X2}. 
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We have > 0 for ( j 2 , X l , X 2 > 0. For all w e Wq '^O) , 
2 , 
{T{w),w) = \Gi + X i l + Vi/o|2) (Vw + Vu0) ‘Vw dx 
> ^J^\Vw\2 dx- a J^ I•切||•以0| dx + x j n I•切|4 dx 
-X Jn (a|•雜f 闽 + |VH2| •狗丨2 + |,_|:丨¥_|3) dx 
> + 一 al^WVwUVuoW, 
—X ( 3 | 丨 • 扮 | | 引 | • 仰 | | 4 + II•秘丨 |, | |•权。旧 + HV^IUILV^OLLL). 
(4.9) 
By Corollary 2.18, there exists C = > 0, such that 
Hence 
( » ) > (T(w)yw) 
"WkT - c||v^ i]4 
and 
II•忉|丨4 OO as II忉111,4 oo. 
Therefore 
(T(w),w) 1 [ 剛 ， 叫 
lim —t；”n > 7^ Iim — r — ~ n . 
lklli,4->oo \\w\\iA C [iiv^iu-oo ||Vw;||4 _ 
By (4.9), we have 
lim W H ) = oo for x > 0. 
Hence T is coercive. • 
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Lemma 4.13 The operator T defined in Lemma 4.10 is monotone. 
Proof . For all w,w G let u ^ w u 0 and u = w u 0 . Then, by 
using Lemma 4.4, we have 
(T(w)-T(w),w-w) = f Vu) - A{x, Vu)) • {Vw - Vw) dx 
J 
= f {A(x, Vu) — A{x, Vu)). {Vu — Vu) dx 
J 
> J a\Vu -Vu\2 dx 
> 0. 
Therefore T is monotone. • 
Theorem 4»14 (Existence) There exists a solution to Problem 入.5. 
Proof . By Theorem 2.23, for any given ipQ G there exists u0 G 
W1,4(^l) such that 7 ( ^ 0 ) = 如 on dQ. We define the operator T : W0 ' (Q) —» 
(^) as in Lemma 4.10; i.e., for any w G W01,4(Q), 
(T(w),v) = f A(x, Vu). Vvdx, 
J 
where u =^ w for all v € From Lemma 4.10 一 Lemma 4.13， 
T is bounded, continuous, coercive and monotone. Moreover, from Theorem 
2.14, WQ>A(CI) is a real (for our case), reflexive Banach space. Therefore, by 
Theorem 4.9, there exists a solution w e WQ ( f t ) of the equation 
T(w) 二 0. 
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Prom the definition of T, we have 
/ A{x,Vu) 'V(j)dx = ^ for all 0 G (4.10) 
where u = w -h u0 e Furthermore, j(u) = 7(1^) + 7(^0) = on 
dfl. Hence u is a solution to Problem 4.5. • 
Corollary 4.15 If in Problem 4.5 we set dQ to be of class C1 and ijj0 G 
C^dQ), then there 
exists a solution u ^ C°(fl)门 VF1，、^) to the problem. 
Proof . By Theorem 2.5 there exists u0 G C^Q) such that u0 = . 
Clearly u0 e C°(Q) D By following similar steps as in Theorem 
4.14, we find a solution u = w-\-u0 that satisfies (4.10), where w E W0 ' (f^). 
Since W01,4 C w e C°(H) n 恢"(fi) and hence u G C 0 (n) fl 
• 
Theorem 4.16 (Uniqueness) The solution to Problem ^.5 is unique. 
Proof . Suppose that u,u e with j(u) = 7(11)=妙0 on dQ., are 
solutions to Problem 4.5. Let w — u — u^ then w G W0 ' (Q). Therefore 
[A(x, S/u) -Vwdx = 0 
Jn 
and 
[A(x, Vu). Vw dx = CL 
Jn 
This implies that 
[(A(x, Vu) - A(x, Vu)). (Vu — Vu) dx = 0. 
Jn 
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By using Lemma 4.4, we have 
_ ！ ： 嗜 《 — , _ _ ， ‘ 
By Poincare inequality, 
Hence u = u a.e. In Q. Therefore the solution is unique. • 
For the other two cases, namely, nonlinear inclusion in linear host (xi > 0, 
X2 = 0) and linear inclusion in nonlinear host {x\ 缝 0, > 0), we cannot 
prove the existence of solutions in the way as above because the operator T, 
so defined, may not be coercive. 
Chap te r 5 
Proper t ies of Solutions 
The theorems given in this chapter are applicable to all the 4 cases; i.e., to all 
cr2 > 0 and Xir X2 ^ 0. We consider solutions belong to C°(n) fl 
Let ft, be bounded and locally lipschitzian domains in M2, and Hi CC 
and let = In Chapter 4, we have shown that if^x G ^ ( ( 1 ) 0 ^ ^ ( 0 ) 
is a solution to the system: 
V . [(¢71 + Xil•丑I2) • 司 = 0 in (5.1) 
V • [ (a 2 + X2I•明2) Vu] = 0 in (5.2) 
u = v on dVti^  (5.3) 
厂 1 厂 1 dv 
¢71 + Xil•丑|2J ^ = [^ 2 + X2|VU|2J — on (5.4) 
v = ipo on dQ, (5.5) 
where u 二 v = tt|n2, then 
f A(x, Vu) . • 沴 办 二 0 for all 0 G (5.6) 
Jn 
41 
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where 
A(r +xibl2)p, ^ eHi 
We are now going to examine several properties of the solution by substitut-
ing different functions 4> into equation (5.6). 
Theorem 5.1 Suppose uuu2 G ( ^ ( 句 门 恢 1 ’ 4 … ） a r e solutions to (5.1)-(5.5) 
with ui\dn = ilh, u2\dn = ^2, then 
\\U1 - ^ 2 | | o o ; 0 = - 矽 2 I I 0 0 ; 如 . 
Proof . Since u u u 2 G C°(n) D VK1,4(Q) are solutions to (5.1)-(5.5), we have 
f A(x, V^i) • S/(j)dx = 0 (5.7) 
J 
and 
[ A ( X , V U 2 ) ’ V(j)dx = 0 (5.8) Jn 
for all (p G Wo'4(Q). Let 
M = sup l^i —功2丨=H^i 妙2II00;如， 
do. 
Qm = {x e : UI — u2 > M}, 
ip 二�ui — u2 — M ) + = max{ui — u2 — M, 0}. 
Then 
tt.i,4/0n a j U I - U 2 - M in p € W 0 ， ⑴ ） a n d 0 i n Q \ n M • 
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Prom (5.7) 
J^A(x,Vu1)-V(pdx = J^ + Aix^Vu^-Vipdx = 0. 
Therefore 
I A{x, VuY) . (Vi^i 一 Vu2) dx 二 0. ( 5 . 9 ) 
J ^ IM 
Similarly, from (5.8), we get 
I A(x, Vu2) ‘ (Vui — Vu2) dx = 0. (5.10) 
JCIM 
Prom (5.9) and (5.10), 
f [A{x, V^i) - A(x, Vu2)) . (V^i — Vu2) dx = 0. 
By Lemma 4.4, we have 
f \Vui - Vu2\2dx = 0. 
J RIJVF 
Therefore, either 
= • or l^iii — Vu2\ = 0 a.e, in 
Since 
y-j _ j •以 1 — Vw2 in 
= \ o mn\nM ' 
we have 
|V(/?| 三 0 a.e. in Q. 
As (p e Wo1,4(D), this implies p 二 0 a.e, in Q. From the definition of we 
have 
U\ — U 2 < M a.e. in 0,. 
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Further, m , u 2 G C0(H) implies 
一 u2) < LL I^ - ^2||OO;AN- (5,11) 
Similarly, we get 
sup(u2 — ux) < — (5.12) 
Prom (5.11) and (5-12), we have 
ll^i -权2||oo;n = - ^2\\oo-,dn- • 
There are several consequences of Theorem 5.1. First of all, the solution 
u depends continuously on the boundary data. It can be seen that 
—功olloo;如—0 implies \\u -仰丨丨沉幻—0, 
where u and UQ are the solutions corresponding to the boundary data ^ and 
ip0 respectively. The other results will be stated in Theorem 5.2-5.4. 
Theorem 5.2 (Maximum Principle) 
If u0 G C°(Q) D is a solution to (5.1)-(5.5), then sup|ii0| = stip|^o|-
n art 
Proof. Clearly w 三 0 is a solution to (5.1)-(5.5). By putting U\ = u0, u2 = 0 
in Theorem 5.1, we have 
sup \u0 — 0| = sup \uo — 0|; n dn 
i.e., 
sup |u0| = sup I乜0|. • n an 
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Theorem 5.3 (Uniqueness) 
Suppose that there are two solutions uuu2 G C0(H)门恢1，4…)to equations 
(5.1)-(5.5) with the same boundary value; i.e., ux |如=u2 |如.Then ux 三 u2 
in Q. 
Proof . This follows from Theorem 5.1 that 
INl — ^2|)oo;n = || 以 1 — = 0. 
Hence u\ = u2 in Q. • 
Remark: Note that the regularity assumption is different from Theorem 4.16. 
In fact Theorem 5.1 also implies the uniqueness of solution to the case of 
unbounded domain = R2. 
Theorem 5.4 Let Oi be a bounded, locally lipschitzian domain in M2, Sup-
pose (ui^vi),(以2,幻2) are the solutions to the following system: 
V . [(cri + Xi|V^|2) Vw] = 0 in Oi, 
V . [(a2 + X2|•叫2) Vti] = 0 in R 2 \ 0 1 ? 
u — v on ^Oi, 
r "I du r d\) 
cri + Xi|V^|2J — = + X2I•叫2j ^ on 501 ? 
v ipo uniformly1 as \x\ —> 00, 
where uuu2 e C 1 ^ ) H and vuv2 G C1^2 \ Ox) n C2(R2 \ 
Then ux 三 u2 in and vx 三衫2 in E2 \ 
1 ” — uniformly as — 0 0 if Me > 0 ， 3 r e > 0 s.t \v{x) - IIJQ{X)\ < e , V x G R2\Bre. 
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Proof. Since vuv2 功0 uniformly as \x\ — oo, we have that, for any e � 0 , 
there exists re > 0 such that 
\MX) I < e for aU x G M2 \ Bre. (5.13) 
Take Q, = B r t 1 then from Theorem 5,1, we have 
\\U1 - ^ l loo^x < 丨卜 1 -^2||oo;aBre 
and 
||”1 - ^ l l o o ; ^ ^ ! < 11^ 1 — y2\\oo;dBre-
Since \vi — v2\ < e on dBre, 
\u\ — W2I < e in rii 
and 
l^i — V2\ < e in Bre \ Qi. 
Also from (5.13) \vi — v2\ < e in M2 \ Bre, hence = u2 in Hi and vi 三 v2 
in R 2 \ Q i . • 
We follow the method of Necas�17] to obtain the following comparison 
principle. 
Theorem 5.5 (Comparison Principle) 
For bounded domain 0 with the same assumptions as before. Let u,v e 
C0(n) n 浙1’4…)are the solutions to (5.1)-(5.5) such that u < v on dQ. 
Then u <v in 
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Proof. For all 0 G 购 ， 如 ) , w e have 
I A{x,Vu) - V(j)dx = 0 
J f2 
and 
f A(x, Vv)'V(j)dx = Q. J 
Let = min{w, t;} - u and = {x e Q : u{x) > ^(x)}. Then 
W O ) - 也 = 
Hence 
I A(x, Vu) . \/(j)idx = 0, 
Jn 
which gives 
/ A(x, Vu) . (Vv - Vu) dx = 0. (5.14) 
J 
Next, let 4>2 = max{^, t;} — d, then 
^ G a n d ^ ^ { o - ^ Z • 
Therefore 
f Aix, Vv) . V02 dx 二 0, Jn 
which gives 
f A{x, Vv) • (Vu - Vv) dx = 0. (5.15) 
J 
Prom (5.14) and (5.15)，we have 
f (A(x, Vu) _ A(x, Vv)) • (Vu — Vv)dx = 0. 
J fim 
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By Lemma 4.4, 
f |Vii — •叫 2ob = 0. 
Hence either 
= 0 or I•以一Vv \ = 0 a.e. in 
Since 
三 0 a.e. in Q. From tlie definition of we have 
max{^, v} = v a.e. in ft. 
Therefore 
u < v in Q 
as u,ve C°(Ti). • 
Chap te r 6 
Pe r tu rba t ion Expansion 
In Chapter 3 we have given an example of nonlinear inclusion in linear host 
(Example 2) in which the solution u and v of Problem 1.1 in Chapter 1 can 
be represented in terms of the power series: 
oo oo 
U = 1 Y 1 Xi^k and v = 
k=0 /c=0 
provided that X i � 1 . This suggests that for the other cases in which xi 
and X2 are not both zero, we may follow classical perturbation approach [20] 
to assume that the solutions depend analytically on the parameter xi or X2-
Take，for example, the case in which X2 > 0. Let e = X2, P = Xl/X2- Then 
Problem 1.1 becomes 
V . [(cr! + /3e\Vu\2) Vv\ = 0 in Qu (6.1) 
V . [((J2 + e| Vv|2) Vv] = 0 in n2 , (6.2) 
u = v on ^ i , (6.3) 
49 
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' -I � i f)i) 
a! + (3e\Vu\2\ — = [a2 + e|•叫2j — on dflu (6.4) 
v = on d^l (for bounded Q) (6.5) 
or 
v ¢0 as \x\ 4 0 0 (for fl = R2). ( 6 . 6 ) 
We may assume that 
00 




v{x,X2) = X ^ ^ f c W , (6.8) 
k=0 
for e � 1 . The functions Uk and Vk are determined by substituting (6.7) and 
(6.8) into equations (6.1)-(6.6) and equating coefficients of the powers of e 
in the resulting equations. We obtain a sequence of linear problems: 
Au0 = 0 in Oi, (6.9) 
= 0 in (6.10) 
uq = Vo on (6.11) 
du0 dv0 
力 ^ “ 二 〜 " ^ " on c/Oi, (6.12) 
on on 
Vo = on dQ (for bounded H) (6.13) 
or 
v0 — as |:r| 一 00 (for Q = E2). (6.14) 
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And for n > 0, 
= . B l in (6.15) 
cT2Avn+1 = -V -Bvn in (6.16) 
un+i = vn+1 on ^ i , (6.17) 
[axV^+x + ^ J - n 
= [ 巧 n + 1 +B v n ] -n on d n u (6.18) 
v n + i = 0 on dVL (for bounded Q) (6.19) 
or 
vn+l 0 as 丨工丨—oo (for Q = R2), (6.20) 
where 




BL = (VVP • • � ) • 叫 IN 025 N > 0. 
0<p,g,r<n 
Consider the case in which 0 is bounded, dfl, 8 ¾ are of class C2,a and 
如 G C2,a(dfl). By Theorem 4.2 of Chapter 4, there exists unique solutions 
u0 € C2^^!) and 孙 e C^a(U2) 
that satisfy equations (6.9)-(6.13). Then 
B^ 二 I•询 |2Vu�G C^iTh) and Bv0 = |V^|2Vz;o e ^^(¾) 
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which implies, by Theorem 4.2, that there exists unique solutions 
ux e C2 'a(H!) and 外 G C2，a(n2) 
that satisfy equations (6.15)-(6.19) for n = 0. Similarly, if there exists unique 
solutions 
uk e C2'q(0!) and vk G C2'a(n2)? 
for k < n, to equations (6.15)-(6.19), then 
Bun G ( 7 ^ ( ¾ ) and Bvn G Cha(Q2). 
Again, by using Theorem 4.2，there exists unique solutions 
un+1 G C 2 ' " ^ ) and � + ! G C 2 ' a (0 2 ) 
that satisfy equations (6.15)-(6.19). Inductively, the existence and unique-
ness of solutions to equations (6.15)-(6.19), for all non-negative integers n, 
are guaranteed. 
The classical perturbation procedure uses a partial sum of the infinite 
series as an approximation to the exact solutions u^x, xi) and v(x, X2)) as 
n 
u(x, Xi) = ekMx) + R n ( 工 , ( 6 . 2 1 ) 
k=0 
n 
v(xy X2) 二 E �� + K 工 , ( 6 . 2 2 ) 
fe=0 
where X2 = e, Xi — Pei 及n(工,e) and Rn(x, e) are the remainder terms. 
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The usefulness of the approximation depends on the size of the remainder 
terms. We are now going to estimate these remainder terms under certain 
norm. We only consider the case of bounded domain Q. 
Theorem 6.1 Let be bounded and locally lipschitzian domains in M2; 
c c n and n2 = ^ 7 ^ . Let u G C 1 ^ ) n <^2(仏)，V E C\n2) fl C2(02) 
be the solutions of equations (6.1)-(6.5), and un G C^Oi) fl C2(Oi); vn e 
Cl(n2) n C2(Q2) be the solutions of (6.9)-(6.13) and (6.15)—(6.19)，for all 
n > 0. Suppose there exists a constant K such that sup|Vii| < K and 
?2i 
sup| Vv| < K, then for all e small enough, for all n > 0, we have o2 
P M ^ I I 减 = ^ k < 6 n + 1 c n 
k=0 l,2;Oi 
and 
P n ( M l l l 她 = ” ― £ � < 6n + 1Cm 
where 
Cn = Cn(n,ai,cr2,/?, 
Kn-i = max I sup I sup |Viifc| I , sup I sup \Vvk\ ？， and 
[k<n-l V fix J k<n-l V ？T2 J ) 
= 0. 
Proof. Let 
wn = u - j 2 � ^ (¾)nc2^) fc二0 
and 
Wn = v - J 2 ekvk e Cl(U2) n C2{n2). 
FC=0 
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We want to prove by mathematical induction that 
I k n l l i ^ < e n + 1 C n and ]|^| |i,2;02 < en + 1Cn , 
where Cn 二 Cn[n, a2 , (3, K, Q). 
For n = 0, w0 and w0 satisfy 
aiAwo = -e/3V • (|Vw|2Vix) in (6.23) 
a2Aw0 = - e V . (|Vz;|2Vt;) in (6.24) 
w0 — w0 on dfli， (6.25) 
criV^o + ep\Vu\2Vu] . n = [(72S/w0 + e | • 叫 . n on df^， ( 6 .26 ) 
= 0 on d n . (6.27) 
For any 4> G by applying Corollary 2.27 to (6.23) and (6.24)，we have 
[\aiVwo + eP\Vu\2\/u] • V(j)dx = [ 0 Uv^o + ef3\Vu\2Vv\ .nds L � Jdfh L J 
and 
[ \ a 2 V w 0 + e|Vv|2V^l 'V(/)dx = - / cj) \a2Vw0 + e|Vi;|2vJ -nds. 
Jn2 i- � •/如i L � 
From boundary condition (6.26) 3 we get 
[[c^Vi^o + e/3\Vu\2\/u] • V(l)dx-\- f \a2Vw0 + • V<j)dx = 0. 
Jni L J ^2 
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Using Theorem 2.28 and rearranging the above equation, we have, for all 
0 e 购 ， 如 ) ， 
(^i / •切0 . V(pdoc + a2 I Vw0 . V(j)dx = 
川 1 J0.2 
-e (5 f \Vu\2Vu -V(j)dx+ f I • 叫 • V^dx) . (6 .28) 
Define a bilinear form B : x W01,2(n) R such that for all G 
WO1'2 (17), 
B{(j), ¢) = ^ 1 V0- Vtp dx + a2 f V0 . •功 dx. (6 .29) 
We have 
¢111,^  (6.30) 
"1 # ^ 12 � 
where a = minjcri, cr2} > 0» Define a linear functional FQ : W0' (^)—股 
such that for all (p G W^2{Vt)y 
F0((j)) =/3 f \Vu\2Vu^V(j)dx+ f I•叫 . Jvii Jn2 
Then 
| 馬 _ < 0K3 f \V(t>\dx-^K3 f ]V(j)\dx 
< (卢 + 1 )仄 3 |0 肉 I•洲 (6.31) 
where sup|•以| < K and sup|Vt?| < K. Let 
一 I wo in fli w0 — < — . n . I WQ in 1½ 
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Clearly w0 e Prom equation (6.28)，w0 satisfies 
¢) = -eF o (0) for all 0 G ^ ( 0 ) . 
Hence 
B(w0,w0) = -eF0{w0). 
Form (6.30) and (6.31), we have 
Therefore 
||V^0||2;n < eC0y 
where Co = Co(ai, cr2,/?, K, Q). By Corollary 2.18, 
where C = C(f2). Hence 
where Co = CQ{(Ju a2, K, Q). This implies 
||秘o||i,2;f^  < and ||^o||i,2;n2 < eC0. 
Therefore the statement is true for n — 0. 
Assume the statement is true for n 二 m; i.e., 
I l ^ l l i ^ n , < em + 1Cm and < 
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where Cm = Cm(m, a2 , p, K, Km_u Q). Let 
m 






I • … 2 • 以 - o o 
< + - i V t ^ l 2 ) ^ ! ^ 
< K2 ||Vw Vwm | |2;ni + ( m + l)Km{K + (m + l )Km) | |Vu — •冠m||2;ni 
= K 2 |]V^m | |2 ;Qi + (m + l)Km(K + (m + l)Km) | |V^m | |2 ; 0 i 
— m+17=7 — € 
where Cm = Cm(m, cri, cr2, /3, K, Km, Vt). Since 
" / m \ / m \ 1 / m \ 
L \i=0 / \i=0 / � W o / 
3m 
=J2ek I] ( • � . • � ) • � 
fc=0 p+q+r=k 
m 




+ ek (VlXp • Vuq) Vur ’ 
fc=m+l p+q+r=k 
0<p,q,r<m . 
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we have 
m 
IVlfV^ - ^ (Vup . Vuq) Vur 
k=0 p+q+r=k 
LO<p,g,r<fc J 2;^! 
3m 
lO<p^r<m � 2 ; f h 
3m 
< + E E ^ 
k=m+l p+q+r=k 
lO<P,q,r<m. J 2；«! 
< 




I • 以 I 2 • 以 一 X ： ekBuk < em+1C'm. (6.32) 
Similarly, we can show that 
m 
< (6.33) 
where C'二 = au cr2, /3, K, Km, Q). From equations (6.1) and (6.15)，we 
get 
m+l 
aiAwm+i = ¢71 An - (Jx 
k=0 
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m+l 
=~e/3V • (|V^|2Vtx) - X； efc [ - � •  B ^ 
’ k=l ‘ 
‘ m ‘ 
- k=0 . 
Similarly, from (6.2) and (6.16), we get 
“ m ‘ 
a2Awm+i = - e V • \ V v \ 2 V v . 
. fc=0 . 
And from (6.3) and (6.17), 
“ m+l ] 
Wm+lldQx = U - €kUk 
- k=0 � 
_ m + l ] 
= r - [ ekvk 
- k=0 」 舰 
= 扮爪十llaru* 
Also from (6.4) and (6.18), we have 
cnV^+i + ep (\Vu\2Vu - f； -n 
= a 2 V W m + 1 + e ( |V”|2V" - £ • n , 
. V fc二o / J af2x 
Finally from (6.5), (6.13) and (6.19), 
研m+i Ian = 0. 
Therefore, wm + i and w m + i satisfy the following system : 
“ m ‘ 
aiA^m+i = -ej3V . |V^|2Vit — J2 项 in 仏， （ 6 . 3 4 ) 
. k=0 -
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" m • 
a 2 A 丽 m + 1 == — • |Vt ; | 2 Vi ; — in (6.35) 
- k-0 -
^m+1 二 wm + i on ^ 1 , (6.36) 
criVwm+1 + ep ( I - f； ekB^\ - n 
- V fe=0 / . 
= o - 2 V w m + 1 + e ( - e k B k ) n on 叫，(6.37) 
- V fc=0 / -
0 on d n . (6.38) 
By applying Corollary 2.27 to equations (6.34) and (6.35) and using boundary 
condition (6.37), followed by Theorem 2.28, we have, for all cj) e W01,2(n), 
a% / Vwm+i. V(j)dx + cr2 / Vwm+i , V(f>dx JQi Jn2 
= - € / ? / ( - V ekBn « V(/>dx 
. V t^o J . 
—e f ( I - Y ekBl) ‘ V<t>dx . (6.39) 
M \ k^o J 
Define a linear functional Fm+1 : WOj2(Q) M such that for all • e Wo'2(^), 
Fm+M = (\Vu\2Vu-f^ekBl)-Vct>dx 
V k=o J 
+ / ( I•叫— T ) . V(t)dx. 
\ k^O J 
By using Holder inequality and inequalities (6.32) and (6.33), we have 
m 
� I < /3 \Vu \ 2 Vu-J2^ h B u k \ m \ 2 . , n i 
rrt 
+ \ W v \ " V v - j : e k B l ||V0||2;n2 
k=0 2,n2 
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< •洲2;n i + e m + 1 C � • • ； n 2 
< (6.40) 
where Cm+1 = Cm + 1(rn, au cr2, (5�K, Km, Q). Let 
{wm+i in 
— • o Wm+1 in il2 
Clearly wm+i E Wq1'2(^)- Prom equation (6.39), wm+i satisfies 
B(wm+U ¢) = -eFm+1((t>) for all 0 6 
where bilinear form B is defined in (6.29). Hence 
B{wm+i,wm+i) = -eFm+1(wm+i). 
Prom (6.30) and (6.40), we have 
< e (e m + 1 C m + 1 | |V^ m + 1 | | 2 ; n) . 
Therefore 
where C'm+l = C'm+1(m, K, Kmi Q). By Corollary 2.18, 
where C = C{Q). Hence 
ll^m+illi^n ^ em+2Cm+1， 
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where Cm+1 = Cm + 1 (m, /3, K, Km, Q). This implies 
ll^+i|li,2;Oi ^ e m + 2 C m + i 
and 
Therefore the statement is true for n = m + 1. By the principle of mathe-
matical induction, the theorem is proved. • 
In the above theorem, we see that the constant Cn depends on a con-
stant K which is the upper bound of sup|V^| and sup | •叫.For “composite 
？!1 
problems", it is difficult to obtain this gradient estimate，However, for "non-
composite problems", such estimate can be obtained in virtue of the bounded 
slope condition [8], [10], [17]. 
Definition 6.2 (Bounded Slope Condition) 
Let fl be a bounded domain in 0 : dil —> M and 
r = {dSl, ¢) = {(x, z) edQxR: z = <j){x)}. 
If for every point P = (xo,沴(工o)) ^ r there exists two planes in Mn+1; 
Z = 7Tp(x) = aP • (x — X0) + (p(Xo), 
passing through P such that: 
(i) 7Tp(x) < (/)(x) < 7Tp(x) for all x e dQ, 
(ii) |Vtt^| 二 < K for all P G P? 
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where K is 卯蘭 constant independent of P. Then we say that V satisfies a 
bounded slope condition with constant K. 
According to Hartman [10], if dQ G C2, 0 € C 2(0) and dQ is uniformly 
convex (that is, its principal curvatures are bounded away from zero), then 
r satisfies a bounded slope condition. 
In order to obtain the gradient estimate, we need a more general version of 
maximum principle. According to Necas [17], we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.3 (Maximum Principle) 
Let A; QxRx W1 — Mn such that 
p ‘ A(x, z, p) > cr\p\2 for all (x,z,p) G 0 x M x Mn, (6.41) 
where a > 0. Suppose u,v e C°(Q) fl 所1，7^ )^ such that 
f A(x,u, Vu) ‘ V(j)dx < 0 (6.42) 
Jn 
and 
[A(x, v, Vv). V0 dx > 0, (6.43) 
Jn 
for any (j) G 0 > 0 a.e. in fl. Then 
sup u — sup u and inf v = inf v. 
n an n 
Proof. Let 
M = sup u, = max{M, u} — M 
an 
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and 
^m = {x G 0 : u(x) > M}. 
Then 
E and > 0 in fi, 
and 
, _ j u — M In VLM 
0 1 " \ 0 i n n \ n M ‘ 
By (6.42), 
/ A{x,u,Vu) • V(t>idx < 0; 
Jn 
i.e., 
/ A{x, u, Vu) . V0i dcc+ A(x, u, Vu) • V0i dx < 0. 
J M R2\HJVF 
Therefore 
j A(x, u, Vu) -Vudx < 0. 
Prom (6.41), we have 
a [ \Vu\2dx < 0. 
Hence, either 
= 0 or 三 0 a.e. in 
Since 
, TT,14/n� J m f •权 in QM 如 eWo，（n) and V 0 1 = | o ， 
we have 
(f>i = 0 a.e. in Q. 
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Prom the definition of 也，we have 
u < M a.e. in Q. 
As u e this implies 
sup u = sup u. 
n an 
Next, let 
丽二 inf d)2 = rfi — min{m, w} an r L ' J 
and 
flfn = {a： G 0 : v(x) < m}. 
Then 
02 G Wo1,m(n) and > 0 in fi, 
and 
_ [ m — v in Q,rn 
_ = I 0 in 0 \ Q m ’ 
By (6.43)5 
I A(x, v, Vv) . V02 dx > 0. Jn 
As before, by using (6.41)，we have 
a f < 0. 
Following similar argument as before, we find that 
三 0 a.e. in 
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and hence 
v >m a.e. in ft. 
As v e C0(H), we have 
inf v = inf v. • o an 
Corollary 6.4 Let A be the mapping in Theorem 6.3. Suppose u e C°(Q) n 
W^ip) such that 
/ A(x,u,Vu) -V(f)dx = 0, 
Jfi “ 
for all cj) e 0 > 0 a.e. in Then 
sup = sup \u\. 
O dfl 
By using similar methods as Gilbarg and Trudinger [8], we have the following 
maximum principle for the gradient. 
Theorem 6.5 Let u G C^H) fl iy2’m(17)，m>2, be the weak solution of 
• . [(a + e|Vw|2) Vu] = 0 in Q, (6,44) 
where a > 0, e > 0. Then 
sup \Dku\ = sup I£)^ ^15 A: = 1, 2, 
n an 
and 
sup |\7以| = sup 
n dn 
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Proof. Let A:R2 R2 such that for all p = (pi,p2) e R2, 
A(j>) = {A\PlA\p)) = {cr + e\p\2)p. 
Because u is a weak solution of (6.44), 
f A(Vu) . Vrjdx = 0 for all rj G C�(n). 
Fixing k, replacing rj by Dkcj), (j) e and then integrating by parts, we 
obtain 
/ DPjA\Vu)DkjuDi(l)dx = 0, 
Let w = Dku e C0(H) n and aij(x) = DPjA\Vu), then 
f aij(x)DjwD^dx = 0, 
t/ 
By using Theorem 2.28, we have 




If �— f all(x)p1^-al2(x)p2 \ 
— ^ a21(x)Pl+a22{x)P2 J 
and 
/ all(x) a12(x) \ _ ( cr + Seul 4- eu^ 2euxuy \ 
I a21(x) a22(pc) J y 2euxuy a + eul + 3eUy J ' 
For all p e M2? we have 
p • A{x, p) = (o- + 3eul + eu^j p\ + Aeuxuypip2 + eul + v\ 
二 —pi2 + e [I•以|2|p|2 + 2 (uxPl + uyp2f 
> (6.46) 
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By Corollary 6.4, we get 
s u p |秘丨=sup \w\] 
n ao 
i.e., 
sup \Dku\ 二 sup \Dku\, A: = 1,2. 
n dn 
Moreover, if we replace 4> by wrj in (6.45), where r] G r/ > 0 and 
w = Dkue C°{Q) n then wrj e and 
/ wA(x,Vw) -Vr]dx-\- / rjA(x, Vw) • Vw dx = 0. 
Jn Jn 
By (6.46), 
I wA{x, Vw) • Vrjdx < -a [ r]\Vw\2dx < 0, 
J Q Jn 
which can be written as 
/ wa1^(x)DjwDiT] dx < 0. 
J 
Thus 
f aij(x)Djw2Dirjdx < 0. 
Summing up over k, we get 
[aij{x)DjV2Dir]dx < 0 for all rj e 77 > 0, 
Jn 
where 
v2 = \Vu\2 = \DM2 e c°(U) n whm{n). 
Followed by Theorem 2.28, we have 
f A(x, Vv2) -\/rjdx<0 for all r] e a.e. in Q. 
Jn 
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Finally using Theorem 6.3, we have 
sup v2 = sup v2^ 
n an 
and hence 
sup I•乜丨=sup |Vit|, • 
n an 
We are now ready to obtain the gradient estimate. The bounded slope 
condition provides linear barriers which serve to estimate on dQ. Fol-
lowing Gilbarg and TVudinger [8], we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.6 Let u G C^H) n Ty2’m(Q) be the weak solution of 
V . [(a + e|VBp) Vw] = 0 i n n , (6.47) 
u — I/JQ on dVL, 
where a > 0^ e > 0. Suppose r = (dQ, ^o) satisfies the bounded slope 
condition with constant K, then 
sup|V^| < K, 
Proof. For any x0 G dQ, let P = (3¾，矽o(工o))，then there exists two planes 
7Tp(x) = ap' (x - XQ) + ^o(^o) 
such that 
7Tp(x) < tpo(x) < 7Tp(x) on dQ 
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and 
|VTT±(X)| 二 丨4丨 < K. 
Clearly TT$(X) are the solutions of (6.47) and 
7Tp<U<7Tp on dQ. 
By Theorem 5.5, we have 
7Tp <u < 7Tp in n, 
which implies 
aj, • (x — xo) < u(x) — u(x0) < ap • (x — Xo) in 0. 
Hence 
| n � | — 
Therefore 
|Vi^(xo)| < K for any Xo G dfl. 
This implies 
sup|Vit| < K. 
dn 
By Theorem 6.5, 
sup \S/u\ = sup I Vii| < K. • 
n an 
Now coming back to our perturbation theory. For "non-composite prob-
lem", let u € Cl(Q) n C2(Q) be the solution of 
V - [(a + e|Vit|2) Vu] = 0 in 
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u = i^o 011 
where ^ is a bounded domain with r = (dQ, ip0) satisfies a bounded slope 
condition. By using Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.6, we may conclude that 
n 
u - � � = 0 ( e n + 1 ) as e 0+, 
i ’ 2 ; n 
where uk e C^H)门（72 (Q) are the solutions to the linear problems for "non-
composite" case corresponding to equations (6.9)-(6.13) and (6.15)-(6.19). 
For the "composite problem", similar approximation can be obtained pro-
vided that we can find the gradient bounds for u and v that are independent 
of e. 
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